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ABSTRACT 

Here are presented the results of our investigations on the construction of a setup for 
determination of the longitudinal charge distribution function and duration of ultrashort electron bunches 
via the measurement of the time-profile of the bunch-generated optical transition radiation (OTR) burst. 

In the Theoretical Part of the Final Report are obtained conditions that determine the adequacy 
between the time-profile of OTR flash and bunch longitudinal charge distribution function with account 
of finiteness of the bunch cross-section and bandwidth of the receiver. The competing processes 
(bremsstrahlung, luminescence) as well as the boundary roughness effect are considered. 

The Experimental Part presents the justification for the choice of the target - an OTR-emitter, a 
description of the measurement scheme, and the main characteristics of the units the setup consists of. 
An account is given of the OTR simulator and of the setup calibration method. Demands are formulated 
both to the setup as a whole and to its units.Experimental results are given that confirm correctness of 
the chosen method. 

In the Appendix we consider alternative meth9ds of solution of the problem posed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present Report closes the Second stage of work aimed at construction of a setup for 
the measurement of the charge distribution longitudinal function in the bunches and duration 
of these bunches. So long as we deal with ultrashort (:::: 1 ps) bunches, solution of this 
problem is not trivial at all. 

There exist the well-known direct methods of measurement with the use of a streak
camera. The best specimens of streak-cameras have a time resolution of ::::1 ps and cannot 
directly be applied for our aims. There also exist the indirect methods which suggest the use of 
bunch radiation ( the transition, Cherenkov, synchrotron radiations ), the Compton scattering 
on moving bunches, etc. 

To solve our problem we suggest to use the optical transition radiation ( OTR ). 
Our choice is due to a number of reasons. 
It is known that when a single point-like charge traverses the boundary of two media (say, 

vacuum - perfect conductor ), then the TR flash will have a o-shaped time dependence and 
infinitely wide uniform spectrum. ( This statement is valid if we neglect dispersion in both 
media.). 

The number of emitted quanta will be proportional to squared value of charge. 
If the same boundary is crossed by a charged particle bunch with finite longitudinal and 

transverse dimensions, then the TR burst duration Will be equal to the time interval within 
which the bunch traverses the b01mdary. The number of emitted quanta at every given instant 
of time will be proportional to squared number of charges contained in the bunch cross-section 
which traverses the boundary at the same moment of time. The radiation spectrum will be 
determined both by duration (extension) of the bunch and the charge distribution in it (i.e. by 
the bunch form-factor). Thus, the TR flash shape and spectrum will contain information both 
on the duration of the bunch and the charge distribution function in it. 

The choice ofTR optical range is not accidental. It is known that in this wavelength region 
the methods of measurement of ultrashort light pulses ( USP ) are developed and successfully 
used. 

These methods, too, can be divided into direct an of indirect ones. 
When using the direct methods the streak-cameras are successful. However all the above

cited remarks concerning the time resolution are valid for this case, too. 
The indirect methods are based chiefly on the measurement of high-order correlation 

functions. However these methods can only be used to measure the coherent radiation. 
The OTR coherent part corresponds to that spectrum region where the linear dimensions 

of the bunch are much smaller than the radiation wavelength. It can be readily shown that in 
this case the OTR spectrum will be indifferent relative to the bunch form-factor. This means 
that the OTR measurements in this spectral region will not contain information on the bunch 
charge distribution function. 

To solve this problem we suggested to use the following scheme (see Fig. In. I ). 
The incoherent OTR light pulse in the wavelength range .A0 .± L:I.A arrives at a special 

device (expander) which executes time stretching of the initial pulse by a definite law. After 
that the broadened pulse arrives at a linear optical amplifier and then at the streak-camera. The 
photochronogram obtained at the streak-camera is transferred via the CCD TV -camera to the 
PC where the initial OTR pUlse shape is recovered. 

The present Report consists of two parts: theoretical and experimental. 
In the theoretical part attention is primarily given to determination of the receiver 

bandwidth. 
As the main criterion there serves adequacy of the charge distribution function mapping 

by the time shap~ { profile ) of the OTR burst intensity. The choice of the detection band is 
detennined by the bunch form-factor, the availability of roughness on the bunch boundary, 
etc. All these problems are studied in detail in Sections l and 2. In Section 3 we investigated 
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the influence of c.ompeting processes and ensured that in virtue of sorne peculiarities of TR 
(polarization, angular and spatial distributions, energy dependence) these effects can be 
neglected. 

The second part of the Report presents experimental results. Here information is given on 
the manufactured targets ( OTR emitters) and the controlled-band optical filter based on the 
commercial monochromator. A description is given of the OTR simulator based on a special 
laser manufactured by us for this purpose and a two-passage disperser. The setup calibration 
system is described and results of measurements of the pulse from the OTR simulator are 
given. 

In the Appendix we consider the alternative methods of solution ofthe problem posed. 

The authors are thankful to the Director, Office of Energy 
Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, 
Division of High Energy Physics of the US Department of 
Energy for supporting this work. 
This support allowed the authors to find again a lost feeling 
of their professional usefulness. 
The authors express their special gratitude to Prof. A. Sessler 
for very helpful discussions, for permanently kind attention 
and patience with which he endured the major and minor 
trouble and complications connected with this work. 
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1. DETERMINATION OF THE BUNCH 
CHARGE DISTRIBUTION LONGITUDINAL FUNCTION 

BY THE TIME PROFILE OF THE OTR BURST 

Abstract 

Here we generalized the e~lier obtained theoretical results [1,2] that determine the 
adequacy between the time dependence (envelope) of the OTR burst intensity and the bunch 
charge distribution function. It is assumed that the bunch has finite transverse dimensions and 
different charge distribution in different (along the bunch) cross-sections. The obtained results 
allow to moderate the demands to the choice of the bandwidth of the OTR receiver. 

Introduction 

When a single point-like charge moving at a relativistic velocity v crosses the boundary of 
two media, say, a vacuum-ideal conductor boundary, then the total number of emitted TR 
photons will be proportional to charge squared. The time dependence of the TR intensity will 
be 8-shaped, and the radiation spectrum will be infinite if we neglect the frequency dispersion 
of each of the media. 

If the same boundary is traversed by a charged bunch with finite longitudinal and 
transverse dimensions, then the duration of the TR flash will be equal to the time interval 
during which the bunch traverses the boundary. The number of emitted photons in every 
given instant of time will be proportional to the square of charge in the cross-section which at 
the same time moment traverses the boundary. In other words, the shape of the TR burst will 
contain information on charge distribution in the bunch and its duration. Similarly the spectral 
TR distribution will be determined by the bunch form-factor. Under the form-factor we will 
imply both the geometrical dimensions of the bunch and the charge distribution in it. 

In [2] it was proved that the adequacy of the longitudinal distribution function reflection 
by the time shape of the TR burst intensity will take place in the case when the bunch 
transverse dimensions are much smaller than its length. Ibidem were obtained conditions that 
determine a bandwidth of the receiver for the TR flash detection. 

Below we give new results which allow to determine a bandwidth of detection and 
correspondence of the time dependence of the TR burst to the longitudinal charge distribution 
function for bunches with finite transverse dimensions and arbitrary charge distribution in the 
bunch cross-sections. 

The Bunch TR Field 

The results given in [2] were obtained in the asswnption that the three-dimensional bunch 

charge distribution.function Q(F) can be presented as a product 

Q(i )=Z(i )R(r,jp) (1.1} 

where Z(z) and R(r,cp) respectively are the longitudinal and transverse mutually 
independent charge distribution functions; r, (ii, z, - are coordinates of the cylindrical 
coordinate system connected with the conventional axis of the bunch (Fig. 1. 1). 

Such an interpretation implies that the charges in all the cross-sections are distributed by 
the same law. Although this assumption is a generally-adopted one ( see, e.g. [I] ), 
nevertheless it is evident that in this case the range of considered bunches is substantially 
limited. Bellow we will prove that this restriction is unnecessary. 
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Under the longitudinal function we will imply the probability density of the charge 
location in the given point of the bunch cross-section along its axis: 

z (i) = tJ Q(r )rdrdjp 
0 0 

(1.2) 

We will consider the general case for oblique traverse through the boundary. A trajectory 
of a bunch (axis z) moving towards the boWidary at a velocity v makes an angle 11f with the z 
axis normal to the boundary. 

The OTR is detected in the "far zone" in the frequency band ro0 -.0 ~ro~roo+.O determined 
by the receiver. Assuming that the boundary is perfectly planar we can write the OTR field in 

vacuum as a product of the amplitude function 0 ( R) for a single particle into the bunch 
v 

fonn-factor F(L), where L =-R- vt, cis the light velocity in vacumn, I is the time: 
c 

E(R,t)= NlJ(R)F(L) 

where N is the nmnber of particles in the bWich. 

( 1.3) 

As is known [3], the amplitude function U(R) in the oblique entrance case can be 

decomposed into two components: parallel ( 1) and normal ( n) to the radiation plane, i.e. 

(1.4) 

At perfectly conducting planar boundary 

v 
.2.. cos 8 sin rp 

- ev v c l!' ( R) = ; .....:;__ __ _ 
7!C R t5 

( 1.5) 

2 
vx 2 vz 2 t5 = (1- -sinO cos rp) - -

2
-cos 8, 

c c 

where is used a spherical coordinate system ( R, 8, rp) connected with the radiation centre and 
axis z normal to the boundary (Fig. 1.1 ). 

v 
The time dependence of the TR field is determiried by the bWich form-factor L =-R- vt 

c 

F( L) = rr W( L',r, i; )rdrdcp, L' = L- fL. ( 1.6) 
0 0 

where 
. .n 

r sin-(L'-z) r l 
W(L',r,cp)= Q(r) v _ exd /1)0 (L'-z) Jdi (1.7) 

-<X) L'-z 'L v J 

r r v v l 
11 = --L(-sin8 cos cp- sin 'I' )cos iii+ -sin 8 sincp sinrp cos 'l'j. (1.8) 

cos cp c c 
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As it follows from (1.8}, parameter J1 is determined by the difference in the path ofbeams 
between the initial points of radiation in the cross-section of the bunch traversing the 
boundary, i.e. parameter J..L is stipulated by finite transverse dimensions of the bunch (see 
Fig.!.! and the Appendix to this section). 

Radiation Field Detection 

The OTR detection is performed in the optical region of spectrum; however the time 
profile of the OTR burst is ultimately a determined quantity. Hence requirements to the 
receiver must be formulated proceeding from adequacy of the OTR flash time profile to the 
bunch longitudinal charge distribution function. Here we will study in detail the problem of 
determination of the receiver's (detector's) bandwidth. 

In [2] we assumed that the signal detection takes place in the band roo-0~~0+0; note 
that we required the fulfillment of narrow-bandness condition, i.e. illro<<l. Below we will 
show that this condition is not strictly necessary. 

We present function W( L',r, q;) as two sununands: 

W( L',r,rp )=A +iB, ( !.9) 

where 
n 

J 
sin-(L'-z) 

A= Q(rJ v di 
l , - ' 

...., J -z 
(1.10) 

(J) 

7 _ sin-:/;(L'-z) . Q(L'-z) r_w
0
(L'-z)l 

B = O(r) sm exa 1 ld.Z. 
-co- ( L'- z) I 2 v • l 2v J 

(1.11) 

The first term ( l.l 0) which does not contain central frequency w0 of the detection band 
may conventionally be called a "low-frequency" component of the signal, and the second term 
- "high-frequency" component. We pay attention at the circwnstance that the second term 
tends to zero if: 

a . .Q << Wo, (J)o --+ tXJ: 

b . .Q--+ tXJ, (J)o = cons/; 
c . .Q --+ tXJ, (J)o --+ co. 

In the last two cases the first term in (1.10) will .be expressed directly through the three
dimensional distribution function: 

A=Q(r,rp,L') (1.12) 

which coincides with the result obtained in [ 1) at infinitely wide detection band. 
It follows from stated above that to determine the detector's bandwidth we must proceed 

from two conditions: 
- smalleness of parameter J1 in expression ( l.l 0); 
- undistorted recovery of the OTR burst envelope. 
As was shown in [2], the first condition will be fulfilled if the following inequality is 

satisfied: 
n 
-a sin8'(1 + tglp )<<I 
v 

(1.13) 

where B' is the angle between the direction of "geometrooptical reflection" of the bunch 
trajectOJy and thy direction of observation, a 1s the maximwn transverse dimension of the 
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bunch. This condition is a consequence of difference in the path of the rays that form the 
OTR field at finite transverse dimensions of the bunch. This condition contains no demands to 
the central frequency and limits the receiver bandwidth from above. 

The second condition limits the bandwidth from below and is a result of the well~known 
"relation of uncertainties" in the signal theory: 

ar c2 or 
!1-
-d ~2 
v 

(1.14) 

where d is th~ bunch effective length which at oblique entrance is somewhat larger than its 
real length d: d = d + 4algfl/. 

Now we will demonstrate the above-cited conditions (1.13) and ( 1.14) on the examples. 
First we note that in the ultrarelativistic case the radiation is concentrated mostly in the 

direction of angles 0' ::::: l I y, where y is the Lorentz factor. At fl/ =4S', a= I fT1 m, d= 1 fT7 m 
these inequalities give: 

f2tV <<0.5y-107 m·1 and f2tV >>2·104 m·1
• (1.15) 

Thus at y>200 and wavelength k500 nm corresponding to frequency (J)o , and the 
receiver's bandwidth in the range from 4 nm to 40 nm the adequacy ofrecovery of the bunch 
longitudinal profile to the OTR burst intensity envelope is provided in the assumption that the 
dispersive properties of the metal do not substantially distort the field pattern. 

Under fulfillment of conditions (1.15) the TR field envelope in the frequency range 
wo- Q 5 w 5wo + Q is to be written in the form: 

where 
E(R.t)=U(R/Z( L), 

. !l(L-z) 
sm 

Z(L)= r Z(z) v 
L-z 

(1. 16) 

dz. (1.17) 

So long as the receiver measures the bunch OTR flash instantaneous power I ( R.t) that 
arrives at some surface with angular dimensions O<(f <80 , then 

( 1.18) 

and the measured OTR signal power will be proportional to squared envelope of the 
longitudinal bunch charge distribution function. 

Conclusions 

Th~ representation of the OTR field in the frequency band in the form of the "high
frequency" and "low-frequency" terms makes it possible to substantially moderate the 
demands to the signal "quasi-monochromaticity". This means that using a receiver with a 
wider band we thereby enlarge the number of detected photons and can reduce demands to the 
receiver's sensibility. In that case the restrictions on the bandwidth are imposed proceeding 
from the observed for the given metal values of dependence of its optical constants on 
frequency in the given band. For example, for silver (Ag) such a dependence can be neglected 
in the interval500 ± 20 nm. The representation ofthe charge distribution in the form of(l.I) 
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allows to remove the problem ofbeam broadening which was considered in [2]. 
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Appendix to Section 1. 

Account of Phase Shifts in Description ofTR Field of Bunch 

The phase factor of the time Fourier-component of the bunch TR field in vacuwn can be 
presented in the form . ·. I (J.J(V )l 

<I>= exl{i '; ;; R'- vi' J (Ap. I) 

where rt is the distance from the point at which the particle intersects the boundary surface to 
the point of observation. (is the instant of time of the particle radiatiQn ani val at the point of 
observation. 

The bunch particle distribution function introduced in Section 1 describes the bunch 
particle distribution density in the coordinate system connected with the bunch and does not 
depend on its spatial orientation. We assume that all particles in the bunch move at constant 
velocity in parallel rectilinear trajectories. In that case the trajectory of one of the particles can 
be chosen as an arbitrary axis of the bunch and to describe the particles in the bunch we can 
introduce a Cartesian (i, y, z) or cylindrical ( r, ip, z) coordinate system connected with 
the chosen axis (x = y = 0 or r = 0). 

The orientation of the chosen axis coincides with the direction of velocity v and the bunch 
axis makes an angle rp with the normal to the boundary surface: The coordinate system 
(x.y,z) will unambiguously be determined ifthe axis y is directed parallel to the boundary 
surface. 

The observation point is described in the Cartesian system (x, y, z) or in connected with it 
sphetical coordinate system (R. B,rp) (see Fig. L 1). Axes x andy make a plane of boundary 
surface. Axis y is parallel to axis y, axis z is perpendicular to boundary surface and its 
positive direction coincides with the direction of motion of the velocity v projection on this 
axis. If the centre of the introduced system coincides with the radiation point of the bunch 
central particle ( r =OJ, then the coordinate systems (x, y, z) and (x,y,z) turn into each 
other at rotation around axis y (or y) by an angle of f/1. The unit vectors directed along the 
axes of the introduced Cartesian systems are connected by relations 

(Ap.2) 

The location of the particle being in the given cross-section of the bunch z = canst is 

described by the two-dimensional radius-vector r: 

f: = r(i cos rp + y sin iP). (Ap.3) 

The point of boundary intersection by the same particle is described by the radius-vector 
p with coordinates (x,y) or ( p, <p') (angle <p' is counted off from the axis x): 

p = p(x cosq/ + y sinq; 1 
). (Ap.4) 

The obtained expression can using (Ap.2) be written in the form of expansion in unit 
vectors of the Cartesian system connected with the bunch: 

p = p(i cos rp 1 cos f11 + y sin rp 1 + Y cos rp 1 sin f11). (Ap.5) 
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It is evident (see Fig. 1.1) that the time lag (or advance) of the given particle of the bunch 
relative to its central particle located in the same cross-section is proportional to the 
projection P:: of vector p on axis z: 

Aff>= pI-
Ll =-=-cos cp sm 'I'. 

v v 
(Ap.6) 

With account of P; = r; and P-y = r-y from (Ap.3) and (Ap.S) we obtain a relationship 

between coordinates ( p,r/) of the point on the boundary and coordinates (r, q;) of the 
corresponding point in the cross-section ·of the bunch: 

I r COS f{J . 1 . _ 
pcoscp = , psmcp =rsmcp. (Ap.7) 

cos"' 

Substituting the expression for pcosq/ into (Ap.6) we have 
r -

/).t = -Lg'lf cos cp . (Ap.8) 
v 

From (Ap.8) it follows, in particular, that at 'I'= 0 (normal entrance) the time difference 
turns to zero - in this case all particles of the given cross-section of the bunch traverse the 
boundary simultaneously. 

So long as the bunch has fmite transverse dimensions, there takes place path-length 
difference between the optical paths of the rays corresponding to the initial radiation points for 
different particles. For the particle with coordinates (r, q;) this difference can be written 

relative to the central particle (at R >> p) in the form: 
_A_ Rp 

till= pcos(Rp}= p Rp, (Ap.9) 

where R is the observation point radius-vector coming from the radiation point on the 
boundary surface corresponding to the bunch central particle: 

R = R(x sin 8 cos rp + y sin 8 sin rp + f cos 8). 

Using relations (Ap.lO) and (Ap.4) we obtain 

M = p(sin 8 cos rp cos cp 1 +sin 8 sin cp sin rp 1
) 

or using relations (Ap. 7): 
rsin8 _ _ 

M =--(coscp coscp + sincpsincp cos 'I'). 
cos"' 

(Ap.IO) 

(Ap.ll) 

(Ap.12) 

Thus, the phase difference in the time Fourier-component of the TR field of the bunch 
particle with coordinates (r, jp) and its central particle is produced by the trajectory increment 
vLlt owing to the bunch oblique entrance and the path-length difference of the rays coming 
from the boundary, LlR. 

Hence for the planar boundary the phase parameters K and I of the arbitrary particle in the 
bunch can be expressed through parameters R, t of the central particle and their increment 
t1R. Llt which are functions of the particle coordinates r, q;: 

R 1 = R + M, I I =I- 61. 

The phase factor (Ap.l) is now presented as 
15 
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where (see ( 1.8) ) 
I' 

L =-R- V(, 

c 

. 1· (J)( L- f.J)] <l>= ex 1 , 
v 

v . vr sine - - -
f.J = - D.R- v!lt = ----. (cos ({J cos ({J +sin ({J sin ({J cos VI)- r cos qJtg VI 

c c cos"' 

(Ap.14) 

(Ap.l5) 

In the direction of geometrooptical reflection of the bunch axis ( r = 0, ({J = rp = 0) the 

parameter f.J takes the value 

f.J=r( vic- I )lgf/1. (Ap.l6) 

i.e. turns to zero in the ultrarelativistic case ( y>>l ). 
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OBLIQUE ENTRANCE 
(The Coordinate Systems) 
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Fig. 1.1. 
(A is the observation point) 
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2. THE INFLUENCE OF BOUNDARY ROUGHNNESS ON THE TIME PROFILE 
OF THE BUNCH OPTICAL TRANSITION RADIATION BURST 

Abstract 

Here we considered the influence of the boundary icltomogeneities on adequacy of the 
mapping of the bunch charge longitudinal distribution by the shape of the TR burst. It is 
shown that at TR detection in a sufficiently narrow optical frequency band the distorting effect 
of radiated fluctuation field can be neglected. 

Introduction 

It is experimentally revealed [ 1] that if TR generates on a boundary with poorly treated 
surface. then the polarization degree of the observed radiation noticeably reduces and its 
spectral and angular distributions change. In this connection there arises a question: to what 
extent may the presence of inhomogeneities affect the adequacy of reproduction of the bunch 
charge longitudinal distribution by the time dependence ofTR flash. 

Earlier we considered the OTR of a point-like charge traversing the boundary with small 
and sloping roughness [2]. Ibidem were obtained conditions under which it is possible to 
obtain an undistorted pattern of OTR field space-time distribution. 

Since that roughness has an impact on the time dependence of the bunch OTR flash, then 
our task is to determine the distorting action of the fluctuation fields. 

Single Charge TR in the Presence of Roughness on the Boundary 

In [2] we obtained expressions for a first approximation of perturbation theory for a single 
point-like charge OTR field due to the presence of small and sloping roughness on the 
boundary. With account of that approximation the time Fourier component of the OTR field in 
the ·'far zone " can be presented as 

e1 
( R,w) = e~( R.w)+e: (R,w) 

(2.1) 

e" (R,w) = e; ( R,w) + e;' ( R,w) 

where the superscripts refer to the components parallel ( I ) and normal ( n ) to the radiation 
plane, and subscripts correspond to the zero ( unperturbed ) and the first ( due to roughness) 
tenns of expansion in the perturbation ~ry approximation. 

We consider the general case of oblique entrance. The radius- vector R of the observation 
point comes from the radiation centre on the plane z=O that approximates rough surface of the 
boundary z = .; (x,y). The same point relates to the spherical coordinate system 

(R=!i?!.B.tp) (see.Fig.l.l). 

For the case of perfectly conducting flat boundary with roughness the zero-approximation 
conesponding to exact solution for ideal plane has the form 

- ev. v 1 wL t v 
e~( I?, w) = -;- A0 (B,w)exp(i-), A0 .(B. rp) =-(sinO- 2-cosrp) I 8 

;rcR v c 

(2.2) 

" - ev = v , . wL v 
e0 ( R.w) = - 2-A0 (B, rp )exp(1-), Ag (B. rp) = 2-cosB sin rp I 8, 

;rcR v c 
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v v 2 v 
where h' = ( l--=- sin B cos(/)/ - _.E._cos2 B, L = - R- vt. 

c c 2 c 
The roughness-induced fluctuation field, which is the first approximation is obtained in 

the fonn 

where 

r - e r . wL 
e1 ( R.w) = -R A1 (B,(j),CtJ)exp(L-), 

!!V:: v 

- ·· · e wL 
e;' ( R,w) = -R A;(B,(j),w)exp(i-), 

!!Vz V 

Ai (B, (/J,CtJ) = X(k0x,koy•CtJ)cos(/J + Y(k0x,koy•CtJ)sinqJ, 

A;' ( B, (j),CtJ) =-X ( k0x, k0Y,CtJ) sin(/)+ Y ( k0x, k0Y,CtJ )cos (/J, 

(J) 

kox = -sinBcosqJ, c . 
(J) 

k =-sinO sin(/) Oy C ' 

Y(k0x,kOy•CtJ)= JJ Py~(k0x -kx,kOy -ky)dkxdky, -

Above we introduced notations: 

2 
(J) 2 2 
-2 -kx -ky 
c 

and; is a Fourier-image of roughness distribution function and has the form 

f(kx,ky)= 4~ 2 JJ;rx.yJexP(:-i(k,x+kyyJ)dxdy 
-o>-«> 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.4) 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

(2.5d) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The expressions (2.5) as distinct from the corresponding expressions given in [2] do not 
contain derivatives of roughness distribution function in explict form. They enter in (2.5) 
implicitly, which is confirmed by combinations of the type of (ko.rx.yJ- krx.y;) and 

¢ ( ko.(.r.y)- k(x.y)) · 
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The asymmetry of the expressions of X and Ytakes place even in the absence of roughness 
too and is explained by the fact that we consider the case of oblique incidence of the particle 
on the boundary. 

From comparison of the zero (2.2) and the first (2.3) terms of expansion of the time 
Fourier-components ofOTR field we can conclude on the difference in the nature of their 
frequency dependence- the unperturbed terms contain frequency in the exponent's index, the 
fluctuation fields described by the first expansion terms also possess extraexponential 
dependence. Precisely this circumstance leads to the distortion of time dependence of point
like charge OTR field in the preSence of roughness. 

Condition of Narrow Bandness of Detected Point-like Charge 
OTR Flash Signal 

The far-zone fluctuation field due to roughness on the boundary in the detection band 
CV0 - Q ~ UJ ~ UJ0 + Q can be presented as an integral 

(2.8) 

If the bandwidth satisfies the monochromaticity conditions ((J)o~. Q/(1)0<<1), then the 
integrand in (2.8) is presented as a fast-oscillating exponent and an exponential factor slowly 
vatying compared with it . The signal narrow bandness means small variation of a pre
exP.onential factor in the whole range of integration. This allows to replace the pre-exponential 
factor by its value at (J)=UJo and place it outside the integral sign. The fluctuation field in that 
case is written as 

(2.9) 

It follows from (2.9) that the time dependence of the OTR field of a particle on the 
boundary with small and sloping inhomogeneities in a narrow frequency band will be identical 
to the time dependence of unperturbed OTR field of the same particle. Tills means that at 
detection of the OTR field in a relatively narrow frequency band the time profile of the OTR 
burst is not distorted. 

Above we considered the behavior ofthe first term of expansion ofthe single charge OTR 
field in the approximation by perturbation theory which takes into account the influence of 
roughness on the OTR flash time dependence. The subsequent terms of OTR field expansion 
in the same approximation have the same structure - an integral within detected frequency 
interval which contains a slowly varying pre-exponential factor and a fast-oscillating 
exponent. (We will not present these expressions here because of their awkwardness.). Thus 
we can state that the adequacy of reproduction of charge distribution by the time dependence 
of the OTR flash-shape is presetved for the considered type of roughness at signal detection 
in a narrow frequency band. The roughness parameters noticeably affect the amplitude 
distribution of the radiation field and its polarization characteristics. 

Linear Bunch OTR Field 

ll1e results obtained for the point-like charge can be extended to the linear bunch case. 
Under the linear bunch we will imply a section of yharged "filament" lying on the z axis and 
moving along this axis at a velocity v. This approximation satisfactorily describes the bunches 
whose transverse dimensions are much smaller than their longitudinal ones. 
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In the linear bunch case all the particles traverse the boundary at the same point. This 
means that the time profile may undergo perturbation determined by the rouglmess distribution 
function z = ~( x, y) relative to that point. Although all the points lying on the boundary take 
pm1 in fonnation of the fluctuation field, this field·will be identical for all particles of the 
bunch. Hence, as follows from the above-considered point-like charge case, the time profile of 
the bunch OTR flash will not be distorted if the condition of signal detection narrow-bandness 
is fulfilled . 

The linear bunch OTR fidei; with account of the first term in the perturbation theol)' 
approximation, can be written in the form 

(2.1 0) 

where the amplitude factor 
2 

Au' ( B, cp,{J)0 ) = A~,~, (fJ, cp) +; A:.n (B, qJ,{J)0 ) 
v 

(2.11) 

determines spatial distribution of the bunch OTR field, and 

. Q{L-z) 
~ 1 Sin v r Wo ( L - z) l 
Z( L) = Z(z) exz;l i v ldz 

-«> L-z .L J 
(2.12) 

maps the bunch charge longitudinal distribution function. 

The function Z( z), as shown above, at w0-;oo can be presented in the form 

. Q(L-z) 

J 
sm 

Z( L)-+ Z( L)= Z(z) v 
L-z 

dz. (2. 13) 

Bunch with Finite Transverse Dimensions 

The pattern is considerably complicated for the bunch with finite transverse dimensions. It 
is perfectly clear that the charges located in different points of the given cross-section will 
traverse the boundary at different points of the boundary plane. We also note that these 
particles will traverse the boundary at different moments of time (see Fig. 1.1) because the 
bunch crosses the boundary plane at the angle ljl 

A particle with coordinates r, iii in the bunch cross-section traverses the boundary at a 
point p with coordinates 

Px=rcosrpcosVf, py=rsinrp. (2.14) 

With respect to the above-said, the amplitudes A:.n will depend on the coordinates (2.14) 

A/·"(fJ.cp,w0 ,p)= JJD1·"(x,y)~(x+ Px•Y+ Py)exp[z{k0_xx+k0_yyJ]dydx, (2.15) 
-<Q-<0 

where 

_ 1 11{ Px COS(/)+ PY sincp } 
D

1
·"(R,t)=-

4 2 p . ·p exp[i(kxx+kyyJ]dkxdkY. 
;r _ - .r sm (/J + Y cos rp -

(2.16) 
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The fluctuation OTR field of the bunch can be written as 

J2JJ 1,, - Nev l.t• - -£ 1 (R,l}=-- A1 (8,rp,(i)0 ,p)Q(f)x 
trV=R_,o o 

. DfL-z-'ftJ 
sm 1 (L - -;1 v (i)o - z - J1 -

x---__.:.---ex i v lrdrdrpdZ, 
.L-z- -p J 

(2.17) 

where integration is carried out over the bunch volume, Q(i) is the bunch charge distribution 

function, r = { (ji, z. r} are the bunch particle coordinates and 

(2.18) 

Parameter J1 characterizes phase shift and differeJlce in the path of rays for particles in the 
bunch with fmite transverse dimensions (1.8). · 

As follows from (2.17) and (2.18), the structure of the fluctuation OTR field of the bunch 
differs from the zero approximation by the presence of an additional term in the phase index 
of exponent (vf cosO/c) and by the dependence of coordinates of point p on the boundary 
surface. 

We can, just like previously, make use of the condition of field "high-frequency" in (2.17) 
and express it through a "low-frequency" component · 

. n{L-z-J.lJ 
l.n - Nev J2f J l.tr . - - sm v 

Et (R,t)= JZV:R_,! o Al (O,rp,{j)oP)Q(f) L-z-ji rdrdrpaz. (2.19) 

From (2.19) it follows that adequate mapping oflongitudinal charge distribution function 
Z(z) is provided if parameters ji and p are negligibly small or their variations along the 
entire cross-section of the bunch are insignificant. 

The condition for parameter ji has the form 

n_ 
- J.L<<l 
v 

at 05r5a, 

where a is a maximum size of the bunch cross-section. 
Using the estimates given in [2] for (3.20) we~ write 

nr asin8 1 (l+tgljl}+hcos8 J!v <<1' 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

where B /is an angle between the directions of the observation point and "geometrooptical 
reflection" of the bunch trajectory, e is an angle between the z axis arid observation point 
direction (see Fig. l. I). 

The condition (2.21) written for the rough boundary case differs from the similar 
condition for the perfectly smooth surface by the additional term hcos8 . As follows from 
(2.21 ), the presence of roughness as if enlarges the transverse ·size of the bunch. For the 
directions close to the cone ofOTR field concentration this condition takes the form 
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D[a(l+tglf/Yr+hcoslf/]lv << 1. (2.22) 

At y >> a(l +lglf/) I hcOSif/ the rouglmess height becomes determinative. If a = 100 nm. 
h=-"30 nm, f// = 45-o and r >> 10, then the crucial role in inequality (2.22) will be played by h. 

For high values of yand angles If/ not close to 90° the inequality (2.22) can be written in 
the f01m 

n h cos lf/h << 1 (2.23) 

and respectively at If/ = 4SO and. A. = 500 nm the bandwidth must satisfy the inequality 
LJ.J...<<I 00 nm . 

This condition is considerably less rigid than the demand of quasi-monochromaticity 
which was introduced in [2] . 

. If we restrict ourselves to the approximation (1.1) for the bunch charge distribution 
function, then the condition (2.23) with conditions (1.13) and (1.14) prove to be sufficient for 
adequate mapping of the bunch longitudinal charge distribution function by the OTR time 
profile in the presence of roughness. In this case the fluctuation component of the OTR field 
can be written in the form 

(2.24) 

where 

S(B.qJJ= 
2fJ R(r,ipJA:"'(B.qJ.w0 • pJrdrdip, 
0 0 

and the function Z(L) maps the time dependence of the bunch charge distribution provided 
that the distribution in every cross-section along the bunch is the same. 

The use of the way of determination (1.2) for the longitudinal distribution function leads 
to an additional demand - small variation in the value of rouglmess in the region of bunch 
cross-section. This demand can be satisfied if, in particular, the average period of roughness I 
very much exceeds the dimensions of the bunch cross-section (a << 1). In this case the OTR 
field will also be written in the form of(2.24) where now 

S( B. rp) =cos filA;,, (B. rp, m0 ,0), 

and the function Z(L) has the sense of(l.2). 
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3. THE COMPETING PROCESSES 

The competing processes that occur on the boundaiy of two media when a charged bunch 
traverses the boundary are considered. It is shown that in virtue of some features of transition 
radiation (polarization, dependence on the energy of a particle incident on the boundaiy) these 
effects can be neglected. 

In the general case the transition radiation is accompanied by the competing processes: 
bremsstrahlung and different k.i.Ii.ds of luminescence. 

Analyzing these processes and comparing the glow induced by them with the OTR glow 
we can Wlarnbiguously Claim that the polarization, directivity and energy dependence of TR 
allow to reliably get rid of the background of competing processes. 

The above statement is corroborated by a whole nwnber of experimental studies which are 
reviewed in [I ,2]. Below we will refer chiefly to the results given in those reviews. 

In the experiment performed by P. Goldsmith and J. V. Jelley (see [1,2] and references 
therein) they observed the glow of the surface of Au, Ag and Al at their bombardment with 
the protons of 1 to 5 MeV energy. It was found that the detected glow was partially polarized, 
and the polarization degree was from 8% for gold to 20% for alurninwn. The presence of 
polarization was used to identify the TR from other competing processes. The fact that the 
glow yield in that experimertt increased proportionally with proton energy confirms that 
precisely TR was observed. 

A more detailed study was performed by S. Mikhalyak who observed the glow occurring 
at irradiation of massive silver, aluminum and nickel targets with 60 keV electrons. The 
polarized component in his experiments achieved 90%. It was established that the target with a 
poorly treated surface produces unpolarized glow· of pretty high intensity. The above
mentioned degree of polarization was attained after special chemical treatment and mechanical 
polishing. The experiment showed truli:. the radiated energy grows linearly with electron 
energy. 

In his studies W. Steinmann investigated the glow that occurred at bombardment of silver 
films with a 25 keV electron beam. To detect and analyze the radiation spectrwn he used a 
quartz spectrograph with 10 nm resolution. A radiation was revealed which was characterized 
by a rather sharp peak on a wavelength of330 nm. 

In the experiments of R. W. Brown, P. Wessel and E. P. Trounson they used 50 nm 
thick silver films and 22 keV electrons incident normally on the film. This experiment also 
revealed a radiation with the above-cited spectral characteristics. The radiation angular 
distribution had a peak at 40° (the angle was counted off from the normal to the film directed 
toward the beam) falling practically down to zero at 0° and 90°. 

The spectral distribution turned out to be essentially dependent on the angle of 
observation. At 30° the spectrum shape fits the one obtained in W. Steinmann's study, the 
radiation maximwn drops at a wavelength of340 nm. 

All the experiments studied both the polarization and dependence of the radiated energy 
on the incident electron energy. The radiation, as a rule, always turned out practically 
polarized, and the polarization sign coincided with the one expected in TR theory. The 
polarization degree mcreased with electron energy, and in the region above 50 keV they 
observed practically 100% polarization. The deviation oflinear dependence of glow yield on 
electron energy was observed mostly for low energies·(to 30 keV) too. 

All these allow to conclude that at low energies the role of bremsstrahlung and 
luminescence occurring in the surface filln of the metal noticeably increases. 

Indeed, the photon absorption coefficient for metals is high, and the glow induced by 
bremsstrahlung and luminescence will only emit from ·a thin surface layer of the metal. So 
long as the TR yield grows in proportion to incident particle energy y , while the yield of 
luminescence and bremsstrahlung is inversely proportional to r . then with growing 
electron energy the role ofTR becomes predominant. 
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The studies of H. Boersch, C. Radeloff and G. Sauerbrey were aimed to find out the 
dependence of the glow brightness on the target temperature and on the degree of the vacuum 
of the volume wherein the target located. They studied the glow of targets made of tungsten, 
tantalum, molybdenum, platinum, nickel, copper, aluminum, silver, cesium which were hit by 
an electron beam with the energy from 6 to 30 keV. The obtained results testify that the glow 
intensity does not change with vacuum variation from 10-5 to 10-9 Torr and does not depend 
on the target temperature. 

As follows from the above. brief review, the distinguishing peculiarities of TR 
(polarization, directivity, spectral distribution, energy dependence) allow one at high energies 
of the particle incident on the boundary to unambiguously get rid of the background caused by 
competing processes. Here we note that the polarized luminescence excitation [3] is 
impossible in our case. 
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4. Choice of Target Material and Thennal Conditions 

In our previous Report [ 1] we considered in detail the physics of processes leading to 
ionization loss in the matter when it is traversed by relativistic electrons. In [ 1] we gave the 
expression (3 .2) for ionization loSs which is valid for electrons of energy higher than some 
hundreds Ge V. Asswning that all ionization losses ultimately result in target heating, we can 
obtain from this formula that the heating of a target of about 40 J.Un thickness by an electron 
bunch with 10 12 electrons will make up a few shares of a degree. (Almost the same values are 
also obtained for electron energies of some tens MeV .). Note that the extent of heating for the 
whole class of metals (Au, Ag, AI, Cu) turns out nearly the same. Thus, the choice of target 
material is not critical from the viewpoint of heating. 

5. OTR Emitter and Vacuum Chamber 

By the present time we have manufactured a few targets of Cu, AI and Ag with systems of 
mounting in a vacuum tank and radiation exit to a receiver (detector). In Fig. 5.1 we present a 
photograph of the tank and one ofthe targets. 

The controlled-band commercial monochromator is used as a light filter. 
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OTR EMITTER AND VAClJlJM TANK 

Fig. 5. 1 
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6. The Measuring Device and Calibration 

The main task at this stage of work was the de~elopment of the prototype - simulator of 
TR of about 1 ps duration which at the same time must play the role of the setup calibrator. By 
means of the mentioned simulator we investigated the processes of determination of the light 
pulse envelope, time broadening (expansion) of space-limited ultrashort pulses in linear 
dispersive medium of the expander ( Fig. 6.1 ). · 

Realization of these problems was executed using the following units: 
-a laser generating pulses lower than 1.5 ps; 
- a calibrator which comprises a cross-correlator allowing to determine the time profile 

and spectrum width of a laser pulse; 
- a "picoross" that executes conversion of the laser coherent radiation into incoherent one 

(a TR flash simulator); / 
- expande~, which represents a linear dispersive medium using which the light pulse time 

broadening is realized; 
- a streak-camera with a resolution of= 2 ps; 
- a system of information readout and its processing. 
Below are given the main characteristics for each of the units. 

Laser 

As a radiation source generating picosecond ~herent pulses there serves a specially 
developed by us picosecond laser on concentrated neodymium-doped phosphate glass with 
passive mode synchronization and inertia feedback. 

The laser parameters are: 
-wavelength 1.06 pn; 
- half-height pulse duration about 1 ps; 
- spectrum width 0. 7 nm; 
- energy - 3 00 p.J. 

Pi co ross 

As was already shown in [l ], the TR light pulse simulation is performed by transmitting 
the laser ultrashort pulse (USP) through the dye wherein stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) 
takes place . For pulses of a few picosecond duration the SRS is observed very seldom as an 
isolated process. As a rule, the SRS is accompanied by strong self-focusing which enhances 
the conversion efficiency, in which case the light beam decays into multiple "filaments". In 
dyes the SRS process can proceed simultaneously on several frequencies in every filament, 
irrespective of the others, and the superposition of beats of various SRS components 
ultimately results in a rather irregular structure. To this also contributes stimulated four-photon 
parametric scattering leading to the time expansion of the laser light pulse spectrum. As a 
result, the pulse at the dye's output represents incoherent superposition of a great number of 
pulses with modulated phases and different frequencies, while the time env~lope of the pulse 
contains a large number of irregular spikes of different intensity and duration estimated as 
=0.1 ps. 

In our case we used a dye of "Rodamin-6G" type whose spectral width is not more than 
15 nm. with a maximwn intensity at a wavelength 580 nm. 
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Calibration System 

Calibration of the laser is performed using a cross-correlator (Fig. 6.2) which is described 
below. The USP from the laser arrives through the telescope at the disperser wherein the initial 
US P is broadened. The broadened pulse f( t) can be ~tten in the form 

(6.1) 

where fo ( 1) is the initial pulse, k = 2J!IA., z is the distance between the compressor's gratings, 
f3o =-2mnclw/dcos80 , m is the order of diffraction, w0 is the "carrier" frequency, dis the 
diffraction grating constant. 

The broadened pulse splits into two parts, one of which propagates without change, and 
the other arrives at the amplitude transparant (diaphragm) by means of which the pulse F( t) 
of a given shape and given spectrum is fonned (Fig. 6.2) 

F( 1) = sine ( 1112/Jo z)exp(iw t) (6.2) 

where I is the diaphragm slot width. 
Then the two pulses f ( 1) and F ( 1) come to a nonlinear ccystal LiJ03 at the phase 

synchronism angle ao where noncollinear second-harmonic ( SH) generation takes place [3}. 
The SH radiation from the nonlinear ccystal output arrives at a properly oriented 

spectrograph ( diffraction grating with a dispersion parameter P= -2;rcm/4w/d cos80 ) which 
is at a distance L from the nonlinear ccystal. The tran~verse radiation energy distribution on the 
spectrograph· s output corresponds to the dynamic spectrogram of broadened pulse f ( 1) (see 
Fig. 6.3). 

The SH energy distribution along the x axis of the dynamic spectrogram corresponding to 
the time scale will have the form 

W(x.O)= L·inc(
2

plq JIJ(q-x(To-TJlq, 
-«> oZ 

(6.3) 

where To+ T = L(2sina+cosa Lgl/f'Jisu, VI' is the slope angle betweenf(t) and F (t), u is the 
group velocity, sis the distance from the spectrograph to the CCD TV-camera 

Formula (6.3) expresses cross-correlation of the pulse of a given shape with envelope of 
the broadened pulse. By measuring the cross-correlation function we can restore the broadened 
pulse envelope. 

The SH energy distribution along they axis of the dynamic spectrogram corresponding to 
the frequen~y scale has the form 

2 
y 

W(O,y) ~ F( sfi - w0 ) , (6.4) 

where F ( w) coincides with the broadened pulse spectrum: 

F( w) = J f (t )exp(i(J)I )dt. 

With account of the broadened pulse narrow-bandness, from (6.4) .it follows that the 
inverse dispersion along they axis is 
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I~YI 21lSj3c -7 -=--10 
52 ~ . 

mm 
(6.5) 

A 

Here it is evident that the equation of the line going through identical values of energy 
distribution (6.3) falling at different wavelengths (6.4) corresponds to the dependence A( 1 }, 

which allows to determine the phase of I ( 1). This means that the shape of the initial USP is 
detennined from the expression (6.1) with respect to the knowledge of phase and shape of the 
broadened pulse. 

Recording of dynamic spectrogram was performed using the CCD TV -camera the signal 
from which through appropriate interfaces arrived at PC for processing. 

Thus, at the cross-correlator o:utput we can determine both the envelope of the broadened 
pulse and its spectrum corresponding to the pulse energy distribution along two mutually 
perpendicular axes in ( x, y) plane. The condition of narrow-bandness of the broadened pulse 
also allows to detennine the phase spectrum of I ( t ). 

Broadening of Spatially Limited TR USP in the Expander 

Spatial limitedness of real TR light pulses introduces new phenomena to the process of 
their propagation and conversion by optical systems. As was shown in [ l ], under the action of 
TR USP on the input of linear dispersive medium the intensity ofthe output broadened pulse 
is the result of convolution of the function of the light pulse envelope with the modulus of the 
disperser pulse characteristic. At the same time, when the light pulse passes through the 
disperser (the diffraction grating, prism) we observe a spatial shift of light pulse spectral 
components. This takes place when the disperser'.s angular dispersion is equivalent to 
dispersion of group velocity. This means that both the modulus of pulse characteristic of the 
linear dispersive medium and the intensity of the output broadened pulse are functions of the 
spatial coordinates. This circumstance leads to undesirable dependence of results of 
measurements of the time profile of the broadened light pulse on the spatial coordinate. In 
pruticular, when the distance traveled by the light pulse in the grating's disperser is much less 
than the confocal parameter (d!A), where CT is the light beam width, the broadened pulse 
spectrum at disperser's output is 

. 2 2 l (X - f3 oCclZ / + Y2 1 
E(x.y,{J)) = E0 ({J))exp(ikf30 w z I 2)TI(w-w0 )ex1- CJ"2 J (6.6) 

where F:tfrv) is the spectnun of input noisy USP, 80 is the diffraction angle, m is the 
diffraction order, f3o = -2m:mlw/dcos8o. d is the grating constant, {1)0 is the "carrier" 
frequency, 0(w-w0) is the grating transmission band. 

As follows from (6.6), to each coordinate x corresponds its spectral component w.Hence, 
by placing at disperser's output a transparant with transmission function S[x(w)] we can 
execute spatial filtration of the broadened pulse spectrum. To remove the spatial shift of 
spectral components, the broadened pulse (6.6) should be transmitted through the second 
disperser similar to the first one, which will result in doubling of dispersive broadening of the 
pulse. · 

Thus. with account of stated above we will obtain at the output of the two-passage 
disperser a broadened pulse 
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According to [1), the intensity ofthe output broadened pulse will be 

(6.8) 

where 

(6.9) 

is a pulse characteristic of the disperser. 
As one of the principal conclusions of the performed investigation we can state the 

following: to remove the Wldesired dependence of the result of measurement ofthe broadened 
pulse time profile as well as to obtain spectral filtration of the broadened pulse, it is necessary 
to use a two-passage disperser. 

Streak-Camera. Detection and Processing 

(Description and main characteristics are given in [I]) 

Experimental Results 

The measurements were carried out by the methods described in [1,2] (Fig.6.1 and 
Fig.6.2). 

The laser light pulse by means of abeam-splitting mirror was divided in a 1:4 ratio, and 
its minor part was directed to the cross-correlator which executed the light pulse calibration. 
Under the calibration here we imply the determination of the time shape of the light pulse and 
its spectral width. The major part of the pulse fell at the picoross wherein the conversion of 
the coherent radiation into incoherent one took place with simultaneous wavelength 
transposition. Maximum intensity at the picoross output fell at a wavelength of 585 nm and 
the spectrum width measured by the monochromator made up approximately 10.0 nm. 

From the picoross output the light pulse simulating the OTR pulse arrived at the two
passage disperser wherein the pulse broadening with simultaneous spectrum filtration to 5 
nm was realized. Then the broadened pulse traveled to the streak-camera .. The obtained at the 
streak-camera's output photochronograrn via the CCD TV-camera was transferred to a PC 
where the processing of obtained results was performed. 

Fig. 6.3 presents a dynamic spectrogram obtained in the measurement of spectral-time 
characteristics of the USP of the laser based on concentrated neodymiwn phosphate· glass. 
Measurements were carried out using the above-described cross-correlator. The obtained 
results are recorded on a three-dimensional spectrogram, where both the time profile and the 
spectrum of the laser USP are presented. The measurement results show that the USP half
width duration is in the range /.2- 1.4 ps, and the spectrum width is .1A. = 0.64- 0.67 nm. 

Fig. 6.4 gives the results of convolution of the USP spectrum with the apparatus function 
of the spectrograph and presents the time profile of the laser USP. One can see from Fig. 6.3 
that the pulse duration of the driver laser does not exceed 1.5 ps. 

Fig. 6.5 presents results of photometry of the photochronograrn of the broadened pulse of 
the OTR USP simulator from the streak-camera. 

Fig. 6.6 shows the time profile of the recovered pulse. The obtained results testify that 
the broadening of USP which simulates the OTR flash is a factor of 8 at the recovered USP 
duration about 2 ps. 

We perfonned preliminary study of the linear light amplifier and obtained that the own 
noise level corresponds to 5 x 10 5 - I 0 6 photons in the broadened pulse. 
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In view of that we consider a possibility to exclude the amplifier from the scheme and to 
use another method. 

To do that, we will give to the input window .of the streak-camera a supporting_ high
stability continuous laser light along with the broadened OTR pulse. 
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CONCLUSION 

The results given in the Final Report unambiguously confirm the possibility to determine 
the bunch charge longitudinal distribution by the time profile of the OTR burst. 

One of the most important questions is the problem of the receiver bandwidth 
optimization. This choice is conditioned by a number of factor~. Of these the primal is the 
adequacy of mapping of the bunch charge longitudinal distribution by the time profile of OTR 
flash. The option of the receiver bandwidth is also affected by the bunch transverse 
dimensions and the presence of roughness on the boundmy. It follows from the performed 
analysis that the bunch charge longitudinal distribution of a unity picosecond duration can be 
determined by the proposed method at the receiver's bandwidth of the order of 5- 50 nm in a 
wavelength range nearly 500 nm . 

From the consideration of the competing processes the OTR is accompanied by, we 
concluded that in the high-energy region (y > 100) the background produced by these 
processes ( all kinds of luminescence, bremsstrahlung ) is insignificant, so these processes can 
be neglected. 

Similarly, at high r we can neglect the beam thermal losses in targets of a few micron 
thickness. The OTR characteristics are practically independent of material of the target which 
serves as the OTR emitter. 

The setup prototype constructed in the process of work allowed to confirm experimentally 
the possibility to determine the time profile of incoherent optical pulse generated by the OTR 
simulator with duration from 1 ps to J 5 ps. 

A simulator of the OTR flash is constructed with the use of which the whole process of 
measurements was tested. A 1.5 ps pulse was by a factor of 8 broadened and shape shape 
was measured. The comparison of the recovered pulSe shape with its original gives a good fit 
and corroborates correctness of the chosen methods. 

An essential result of the performed study is the circumstance that they demonstrated 
inexpediency of use ofthe linear light amplifier and the possibility to exclude this element of 
the setup. We consider it more rational in the given case to apply the method of blending of 
the OTR pulse with the radiation of a supporting continuously operating high-stability laser. 

The constructed prototype of the setup can already now be used for measurements on the 
beam. 
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The Recovery of the Most Probable Longitudinal Profile and Duration 
of Bunches Using Transition Radiation Spectrum 1.2 

E.D. Gazazian, E.M. Laziev, G.G. Oks~ian, S.S. Vaganian 
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Alikhanian Br. St. 2 
375036 Yerevan, Armenia 

A hslroc/ 

The method is based on the relationship bet~een the 
spectrum of the transition radiation (TR) excited by a train of 
L:lect ron bunches traversing a set of waveguides and the charge 
distribution function in the bunch. The measured spectrum is 
compared with the corresponding standard distribution spectra, 
and a conclusion on the most probable charge distribution 
fi.rnction is made. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The well-known TR can be used to determine the 
longitudin;~l profile and duration ofthe electron bunches [1-4]. 

Below we'll consider the method of determination of the 
charge distribution along the bunch. The method is based on 
the measurement of TR energy spectral distribution in the set 
of rectangular waveguides. Their dimensions are chosen such 
th<1t the k-th waveguide cannot excite lower harmonics of 
bunches repetition rate where k is a harmonic's number. The 
C\perimentally measured dependence of radiation energy 
distribution over harmonics k is compared with the TR 
spectrum for standard distributions of charge along the bunch. 
According to chosen criteria a conclusion is made on the most 
probable shape of the longitudinal protile and duration of the 
bunch. 

2. TR ENERGY LOSS IN A WAVEGUIDE 

It is knmvn that charge q while flying at a velocity v 

through a waveguide or cavity leaves part of its energy in the 
f()rm or a radiation field. ln the waveguide (cavity) structures 
two rr.diiltion mechanisms may be of practical significance: the 
TR and the Cerenkov radiation. Further we'll consider the 
r acliators wherein the Cerenkov radiation conditions are not 
satisfied. 

Let a charge q moving parallel to they axis traverses an 
infinite rectangular waveguide in a direction parallel to wall b 
and normal to wider wall n. 

The particle entrance coordinates are : x0 = a/2., y0 =·o , z0 

and escape coordinates: Xr = x0 • y 1 = h, z1 = z0 . 

1. Worl; performed for the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
2. \Vorl; supponed by the Director, Office .of Energy Research, 

on·rcc of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Division of High 
Energy Physics, of the US Department of Energy under Contract 
No DE-i\C03-7GSF0009X. 

In such a waveguide all the£,,.., and Hnu• waves with the odd 
indexes m will be excited. It is shown in (2] that energy loss 
for the H= wave radiation will be 

'('m rtJJh 
Sq2c.,aln2 J sin"-;;--; 2 

w .. n= )b 2 212 Re T (u.'clrv (I) 

a c v .. n ~~ [ (: r -( ~ r f r "'" 
where tUm for ~ (t;.», = I}, m and 11 are integers that 
determine the wave mode in the waveguide, 

A..~"(::+;:)"' and r., =(:: -,~:.,,)"' 
As far as the waveguide is assumed to be empty, the 

Cerenkov radiation cannot arise in it. Then H .. Ul will be excited 
only by TR at the entrance and escape of the charge. 

3. TR SPECTRUM IN A W A YEGUIDE 

If the current carried by accelerated charge is written in the 
form of some time function ic (1) , then the power radiated in 
the waveguide at frequency ro can be written as 

p(JJ = /,: Rmd (2) 

where/., is determined from Fourier expansion of fi.1nction 
i. (I) and Rro4 is "radiation impedance" of the waveguide [5). 

It is quite evident that if i~ (t) = i~ (t+'l), i.e. represents a 
periodic train of bunches with a period T , then radiation will 
take place only at frequencies multiple of(t.Q. 

It is well known that if the complex spectrum (both of 
amplitudes and phases) is determined, then the time function 
shape can be recovered. 

Function ic (1) describes charge distribution in a bunch; 
hence by measuring /., we can, in principle, solve the 
formulated problem. However the suggested method can be 
used to measure the amplitude spectrum only, so we can speak 
only about the most probable charge distribution function in a 
bunch and its length -r. 

The value of Rn4 can readily be found from (I). For H 1110 

it will be [5] 
wb 

4af3 ~ . ~- ~ 1 
R,.J = ---sw --£....- --

abw 2 m=IYmo 

(3) 

Now we consider a few standard charge distribution 
functions, using Fourier transformation. 

J>resellfed a/ the Fourth Particle Accelerator Conference (EPAC '9-1) 
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.a. Uniform distribution. 

fO .. .. M ..... J5;r/2 s·n(LIT -· . 12 
1(1)=: 1,. nr .-r/2:::; 1$ r/2 /((Lir)= / 0r ----=--

1 (LIT 
l 0 ... . a r ..... .I 2: r I 2 

2 
lL.J:r·i<l!.lg].Jiar distribution. 

ro ... 111 ... .1$-r/2 
I 

; 21 . ( jl 

r(l)=!f,l(l+--;:--) ... ar.-r/2.$15;0 /(wr)= forlsinw4rj 

' 21 2 w-r 
If (I--) a/ 0< 1 < r /1 -I ') ....... - - - 4 

[ 0 ..... ......... (1/ ...... .1 ;o: r /2 

c Cosinusoidal distribution. 

o .... ... a1 ... J:;; -r/2 

t(t}=o 1 ...... £tr .. -:r/2$ 1:;; r/2 

0 ........ Dr .... J 2: r /2 

cl. Normal distribution. 

WT 
2/or cosT 

I (tu r )= -:r- t-(-2· ~:-) 2 

1r 2 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

i(l)= 10 cxp-(/r.J~ /(tur}=/0rexp-((LI'iJ (7) 

From ( 4 )-(7) it follows. that if tur<<l. I( tur}=const and 
Ji·equency-indepcndent. Hence: if we want to determine wave

lor'm of i(l). we must measure the spectral function l{tur} at 
high frequencies. 

;\ny of the above-considered spectral functions can be 
expanded into a Taylor series 

I (ru r ) = 1- a 1 ( (u r ) ~ +a 2 ( tu r ) • -... (8) 
I r we now put rv- kr~ • then (8} can be rewritten in the 

lonn 

I ( k ) = I -a 1 ( k r ) ~ +a 2 ( k r ) • (9) 
Now assume that we measure the spectral function /(k) at 

r hrn: li·cqt~cncics corrcsronding to harmonics k 
1 
,k 

2 
,k 

3
• 

IZcstricting ourselves to three terms of expansion (9) we'll 
obtain a system 

/, =:l-a 1 (k 1 r)
2 +a

2
(k

1
r)• 

I~ = 1-a 1 ( k 2 r ) 
2 +a 

2 
( k 2 r ) • (I 0) 

l, =.l-a 1(k 3 r) 2 +a 2 (k 3r/ 
Here it should be recalled that the coefficients a contain 

inf(xmation on spectral function shape, and 't is the bunch 
duration. 

The system (I 0) has the following solutions 

a,:· = 

a, r 

(I I) 

l,(k; -k;)- f:(k; -ki)+l)(k; -k;) 

(k~ -k;)(k; -k,2 )(k; -k,2
) 

l,(k,~ -k;)-l~(k; -k~~)+l)(k; -k,2
) 

(k(k):- kl~)(ki- kl2 )(ki- kl2 ) 

The parameter a2
1 I a2 or ( a2/ a 1

2
) is independent of T and 

dctermim:d only by the shape of the spectral function ll(CI>)I or, 
what is the same.! rkl-

In order to enhance the accuracy of determination of the 
spectral function, it is necessary to carry out measurements by 
triads ofvalues of / 1 (k 1),1 2 (k 2 ),/ 3 (k 3 ) on different parts 

of spectral function. So long as k 1 ,k: ,k 3 are integer 

(numbers of harmonics bunch running frequency rv. ). then 

expressions (II) can be simplified demanding thn 

k 2 k2 k2 k2 
3-2=2-1 ( 12) 

and Eq.(l2) can be solved in integers. The solution should 
be looked for in the interval of values of k from 5 to 60 in 
order to be able to use the industrial equipment. At the 

accelerating field frequency ::: 3 GHz this corresponds to 
frequencies from 15 GHz to 180 GHz. 

Then we'll obtain three triads of values of k: 
l. kll = 7, kt2=13, kt3=17; 
2. k2t=l?, k22=25, k23=JI; 
3. k3t=3I, k32=4l, k33=49 

on which we'll just carry out measurements of tile spectral 
function (Fig.I) 

Fig. 1 

Experimentally obtained spectral function /(k). its first- and 
second-order derivatives are compared with the standard 
spectral functions. By chosen criteria the most probable charge 
distribution function is determined. 

The authors express their sincere gratitude to LBL 
Directorate and to Prof. A.M. Sessler as well as to DESY 
Directorium and to Coordinator of DESY-Y crPhl Foundation 
Dr.G.Sohngen for solidarity and great support. thanks to 
which the authors succeed in overcoming the difliculties of 
their time. 
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In this paper we propose the method of reconstruction of 
the longitudinal profile of the charged particle bunch by 
photometry of the tilm blackening due to optical transition 
radiation (OTR) generated by those bunches. Three techniques 
arc considered to determine the modules of Fourier spectrum 
of the bunch panicle distribution function envelope. The 
mathematical processing of the photometry results consists in 
solution ot"the Fredholm first-kind integral equation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The present work shows the possibility to detennine a 
Four·ier transformation image moduls of longitudinal function 
of charge distribution in an electron bunch using the integral 
energy characteristic function of the bunch - angular 
distribution of energy flux density of OTR. The latter is 
emitted by vacuum-medium boundary and detected in a narrow 
fi·cquency band of the spectrum optical region during the whole 
time of the bunch passage through the boundary. ··· 

The mentioned characteristic can be determined by results 
of photomcuy of the photofilm exposed to OTR effect. For 
simplicity we consider the normal entrance case. Generalization 
tor the oblique entrance case causes no principal difficulties [1] 

2 OTR FROM THE DISPERSIVE MEDIUM 
BOUNDARY 

:\ linear bunch is moving along the positive direction of the 
:: axis in vacuum towards the planar vacuum-medium boundary 
(normal to the :: axis) at a velocity v.The photofilm's flat 
surface parallel to the boundary is located at a distance zo from 
it. The point on the film's surface is characterized by a radial p 
and polar <p coordinates of the cylindrical coordinate system 
connected with the: axis. 

At =o»l (/· OTR formation zone length) for the nonnal 
entrance case the OTR field is axially symmetric, linearly 
polarized and for film-detected frequency band can be 
presented as [ Ij: 

rp=Q(pJ)ws6: L~=Q(p.t)sin6; Erp=O; (I) 
where 

· 1. \Vork performed for the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
2. \Vork supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office 

of I·IJgh Energy and Nuclear Physics, Division of High Energy 
Physics. oi" the US Department of Energy under Contract No DE
.'\C:o.~. 7(,SFOOO'JX. 

Alor (£} ;':!..L 
Q( p,t)= A( p,w)F(-)e v dw (2) 

I w J~ w A( p,w)=-U{O,w),F(-)= Z(x)exp(i-x)d--.: (3) 
: 0 v --co v 

9=arctgp-z0 ; L =rp( p)-vt; rp( p) = f;(z/ + ;tJ 1 11_. 
Here U(6,w) is OTR frequency-angular characteristic of a 

single particle [2), Z{x) is bunch particle distribution function, 

1- time, c- velocity oflight in vacuum, p=vlc. 
The film blackening produced as a result of OTR is defined 

by the expression [3] 

/(p)::: Dt(dt =cosO :nA(pJu)I
2

1F<~)I
2 d: .(4) 

being a linear integral transformation [ 4] of squared fourier
image modulus of distribution function. The medium dispersion 
in the observed frequency band is the necessary condition for 
the presence of dependence of blackening on the type of 
distribution function. 

3.0TR AS COMBINED WITH LENS 

If an optical lens is placed between the boundary and 
photofilm, then the mentioned effect will be observed in the 
absence of medium dispersion [U(8,(J))=U(8) in (3)]. lfthe lens 
is round and its axis coincides with the z axis, then the field on 
the film surface and its blackening will be expressed again 
through formulae (1) and (4) where now 

A(p,cu)= iw Ju(B)exp(i~gr 2 ')'o(~ ~rp .)rdr .. (S) 
2KC 

0 
C y C ~u -.\ 

q1 ( p) = p ( z o + ( n - I) .1. + 2 ( z~ ~ s J 
r 

8- = arctg --=u - S 

g=Jis+ 1/{zo-:,)+ /If. 

(6) 

J11('x) is a first-order Bessel function (u=l,2,3, ... ), s- the 
distance from the lens to the boundary, a - the lens radius, f
its focal length, ~ - its thickness, n - frequency-independent 
refractive index of the lens material. 

Expression (5) is obtained in the paraxial approximation 
(s> >a, zo-s> > p) for a thin lens. If the photo!ilm surface is 
brought into coincidence with the radiation point image plane 
(g=O), then (5) turns into Fourier-Bessel transformation of 
frequency-angular characteristic of a single particle. 
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4. OTR DIFFRACTION ON THE SCREEN HOLE 

At /->:t:! in (5) and (6) formulae {l) and (4) correspond to 
the dilfraction of OTR field on the round hole in the flat screen 
in the paraxial approximation. In this case the effect of 
ckpendence of film blackening on the type of distribution is 
preserved To calculate the tield in the screen shadow we'll use 
the geometric diiYraction theory approximation [5]. For the 
round hole in the screen placed at the distance s from the 
boundary the field on the surface of the film and its blackening 
will again be expressed through formulae {l) and (4) where we/ 
~hould put · 

( l 
-1i/1 (x) j.(x).l aJ 

.·I ( p. (•J ) "' - U ( 0 )~--8- + ---=----e)•. x = -:-a -sin 8 ... (7) 
. ~ . 

Sill ·-- COS-
\ 2 2 

/ • • - a p 
r,'">( p) =, (:- s)- + p- ;0 = arctg-;0 = arctg--

s z0 - s 

Here o is the hole radius. 0- is the angle of OTR incidence on 
the hole edge (0- « 0 ); 

fJ(x)=.IJ(xJ .f2=Jo(x) (8) 
l n the case of tlat slot of 2a width, for the plane normal to 

the screen and containing the: axis we again can use formula 
(7) pulling 

fi(I"j" -!siJJxl(ar,;lc..) 112 j: f2{x) =cosx/(atdc)l/2 (9) 
In calculating formula (7) we used along with the 

gt::ometrical theory of diffraction the method of representation 
of axially symmetric ticlds using focal expansion in terms of 
Bessel functions. 

5.RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FILM 

BLACKENING 

.'\ND DISTR113UTION FUNCTION ENVELOPE 

In the above considered cases (Sections 2 - 4) the field in 
the tilm plane (l) and the blackening caused by it (4) contain 
high-frequency Fourier spectrum of distribution function 
stipulated by the bunch microstructure. In order to express the 
[ilm blackening function \hrough the Fourier spectrum of 
distribution !unction envelope stipulated by macroscopic bunch 
charge distribution. we transform function Q(p.t) (2) as 

(}(p,l)= JA(p,!.-q)Z(q)dq .............. (IO) 

where 

.·l ( p) = J A ( p ,(tJ) ex p(i !:!._x)d !:!._; 
v v 

n 
1- ( .\ ) 

·· sin-(y-x) 

I - v m Z (y) exp(i -(y- x)dy 
y-x v 

Assuming that the Fourier spectrum of envelope Z(x) of 

distribution function Z(x) lies in the frequency interval 2Q we 
can write 

n 

J 
sin - ( y - x) 

- v Z(x}= Z(y)--'----..,ly (12) 
y-x 

Taking into account that because of fast-oscillating nature 
of the integrand exponent in ( 11) 

lirxJI s Z(x) (13) 

we can claim that 

~ - (l) 
ReZ(x)= BZ(x)c..·os(-X(x)): 

v 

(14) 

~ - (I) 

/mZ{x)= BZ(x)sin(-X(x)) 
v 

where X(x) and X(x)-are some continuous functions of x. B 

is canst. Further, comparing the first-order derivatives of the 
real and imaginary parts offWlction Z(x) defined by (ll)and (14) 

.in the approximation oflarge (J)o ( i.e. discarding in them zero
order terms relative to (J)0 } we obtain (at w0 ->co) 

X(x) = X(x) = ,¥ +coust _(IS) 

Substituting the asymptotic value of function Z(x) (with 

account of(14) and {IS)) into (10) we arrive at the following 
expression for function Q(p.t) 

"'o(Q (l)- (JJ (I) (l) 

Q( p.t)== R J A( p.aJ)F(-· -
0 )expi(-l.+cnnsr)d- ( 16) 

v v v 

The blackening function (4) takes the form 

"'oJO I I" 2 I 12 m-cllo UJ 
I( p):::B cosO A( p.aJ) F(-

1

-, -) d~ 

"'o-0 

( 17) 

which contains a low-frequency part of Fourier spectrum of 
distribution function with the help of which we can determine 
its envelope. 

6. NUMERICAL CALCULATION 

The efficiency of the method confirms the essential 
difference in the character of the photofilm blackening at 
different initial bunch distribution functions. Fig. l presents 
calculated normalized intensities 

- I ( 8) - /milt ( ()) 
1{8)=--~-

1(() }-/ ma.J() J 

of the film blackening for three different shapes of distribution 
function: uniform (1), cosinusoidal (2) and Gaussian (3) tor the 
case of flat slot in the screen. Calculations arc done for the 
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wave length /.=500 nm and 2tJ?..=JO nm.The slot half widths 

is taken CCJual to the bunch length: a=d= JOOpm. 

Fig.1 

As can be seen from Fig. I, the difference in the character 
or blackening displays in different periodicity of their 
oscillations, in the extent of rapidity of their attenuation as well 
as in the availability of phase shifts of oscillations relative to 
each other. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this work we considered three different approaches for 
the determination of modulus of Fourier spectrum envelope of 
bunch charge distribution function united by common 
technique: OTR exposed film, its photometry with subsequent 
mathematical processing of results, which reduces to solution 
of Fredholm's integral first-kind equation [4]. 

The problems related to the photofilm sensibility can be 
solved by detecting the radiation from a train of bunches in the 
beam: in that case the mathematical processing of photometry 
results will yield bunch-ensemble-averaged charge distribution. 

The authors · express their sincere gratitude to LBL 
Dircctotatc and to Prof. A.M. Sessler as well as to DESY 
Dircctorium and to Coordinator of DESY-YerPhl 
C:ollabor·ation Dr. G. Sohngen for solidarity and great support, 
thanks to which the authors succeed in overcomming the 
.dif1iculties of their time. 
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